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Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central is a business management solution that 

helps companies connect their financials, sales, service and operations to streamline business processes, 

improve customer interactions and make better decisions. With this modern business platform, you can 

easily and quickly tailor, extend and build applications so they fit your specific needs — with little to no 

code development.  

AppSource is Microsoft’s marketplace for your Dynamics 365 Business Central offerings and there are 

several reasons why going to market with Microsoft AppSource is a great idea. For example, it allows you 

to promote your brand, expand your reach, accelerate the customer journey and upsell your solutions, 

and helps connect you with millions of Office 365 and Dynamics 365 business users.  

Whether you are adding a new solution to your existing cloud portfolio or you are taking your first steps 

in offering SaaS solutions, we recognize that building a successful cloud practice around business 

management solutions is a big investment and a strategic decision. We know it is not easy, but also that 

it is very achievable when the right commitment, investment and guidance are combined.  To learn more, 

please start at aka.ms/readytogo. 

Find answers to commonly asked questions in the following sections of this 

document: (Please click on one of the below to get started) 

 

General & Microsoft Go-to-Market 

Partners 

Pricing and Licensing 

Product 
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General & Microsoft Go-to-Market 
What is Dynamics 365 Business Central? 

Dynamics 365 Business Central is an online service by Microsoft - sold vis CSP (Cloud Solution Provider 

Program) by Microsoft partners on Microsoft Azure. It is an all-in-one business management solution that 

helps organizations connect their financials, operations, sales and service. Business Central brings the 

product maturity and full power of Dynamics NAV in the cloud, with capabilities spanning financial 

management, supply chain and inventory management, sales and service management, project 

management, and operations management. It also offers multi-company, multi-currency and advanced 

reporting capabilities.  

What is Dynamics 365 and how does it benefit customers? 

Dynamics 365 takes a new approach to business applications. It brings together the best of our CRM and 

ERP cloud offerings into one cloud service with specific, purpose built, apps for each of your key business 

processes.  Dynamics 365 provides customers a modern and familiar experience with built-in insights, 

intelligence and workflow.  Customers also use a common data model and consistent application platform 

to ensure consistency, interoperability, and extensibility. See more at https://dynamics.microsoft.com/en-

us/marketing/overview/  

What type of customer is Dynamics 365 Business Central meant for? 

Dynamics 365 Business Central is targeted towards a wide variety of customers within multiple industries 

through our partner channel.  

How does Dynamics 365 Business Central relate to Microsoft Dynamics 365? 

Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central is an application in the Dynamics 365 family of products.   

How does Dynamics 365 Business Central relate to Dynamics 365 “Tenerife”? 

Dynamics 365 Business Central was previously code-named Project “Tenerife” and was in public preview 

since January 2018.   

When and where will Dynamics 365 Business Central be available? 

Dynamics 365 Business Central will be generally available in 14 countries – United States, Canada, United 

Kingdom, Denmark, Netherlands, Germany, Spain, Italy, France, Austria, Switzerland, Belgium, Sweden, 

Finland – on April 2nd, 2018. Australia and New Zealand will be generally available beginning July 1, 2018. 

 

How can customers buy Dynamics 365 Business Central? 

As part of the Dynamics 365 Spring 2018 release, we have introduced our latest product offering - 

Dynamics 365 Business Central. The only way to currently purchase Dynamics 365 Business Central is via 

partners who participate in the Cloud Solution Provider (CSP) program.  Visit http://aka.ms/csp to learn 

more about the CSP program. 
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With this new SaaS offering - Business Central, will Microsoft eventually start selling directly 

to customers? 

Currently, Microsoft has no plans to sell Dynamics 365 Business Central directly to customers.   The only 

way to purchase Dynamics 365 Business Central is via partners who participate in the Cloud Solution 

Provider (CSP) Program. We rely on our network of global partners to use their expertise to help 

customers create and deploy a solution that meets their industry-specific needs. Visit http://aka.ms/csp to 

learn more.   

Are there plans to unify localizations in a single code base? 

Beginning July 2018, we will advise on the additional countries served by a non-localized version of 

Dynamics 365 Business Central.  We will also provide additional information on our roadmap for other 

countries that will receive a localized version from Microsoft. We are however constantly optimizing our 

world-wide version (W1) with functionality relevant for several countries and hence reducing the 

individual country localization effort. 

 

Product 
Who is the audience for Dynamics 365 Business Central? 

Dynamics 365 Business Central is designed for growing businesses that have outgrown their entry-level 

accounting solutions or legacy ERP systems. These companies typically need more robust capabilities than 

the financial and accounting packages they started with but are not yet ready to make a significant 

investment in highly customized ERP systems. 

What are the capabilities of Dynamics 365 Business Central?  

Dynamics 365 Business Central capabilities Please see more details at the Dynamics 365 Business Central 

website today. 

What is the difference between Dynamics NAV and Dynamics 365 Business Central? 

Dynamics NAV is software, available via perpetual, subscription, and/or SPLA licensing, that can be 

deployed on-premises or in the cloud and extended using Dynamics NAV customizations or extensions.  

Dynamics 365 Business Central is the new online service from Microsoft, available only via CSP that can be 

extended via apps (validated extensions) in Microsoft AppSource. 

How will Dynamics 365 for Sales and Business Central work together? 

With Business Central, customers can process orders and finances and have seamless integration in the 

lead-to-cash process. 

When an application is set up to integrate with Dynamics 365 for Sales, the Sales data from Business 

Central is accessible and vice versa in some cases. This integration allows for working with and 

synchronizing data types that are common to both services, such as customers, contacts, and sales 

information, and keep the data up to date in both locations. 
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For example, a sales person in Dynamics 365 for Sales can use the price lists from Business Central when 

creating a sales order. When an item is added to the sales order line in Dynamics 365 for Sales, this item is 

available also to see on the inventory level (availability) of the item from Business Central. 

Conversely, order processors in Business Central can handle the special characteristics of sales orders 

transferred automatically or manually from Dynamics 365 for Sales, such as automatically create and post 

valid sales order lines for items or resources that were entered in Sales as write-in products. 

Which Dynamics NAV functionality is/isn’t included in Dynamics 365 Business Central? 

All of the capabilities available in Dynamics NAV will also be available in Dynamics 365 Business Central.  

However, Dynamics 365 Business Central customers will receive service updates automatically as they 

become available (approximately one update/month). Customers on Dynamics NAV will have to follow 

the cadence of the Dynamics NAV releases 

Does Dynamics 365 Business Central include payroll? 

Dynamics 365 Business Central does not include native payroll capabilities; however, customers can 

continue using their payroll solution of choice and integrate with the payroll solution by leveraging apps 

available in Microsoft AppSource. 

How will customers upgrade to new versions of Dynamics 365 Business Central? 

Dynamics 365 Business Central customers will receive service updates automatically (approximately one 

update/month).   

Where can partners see what features have recently been released and which features are 

coming soon? 

Dynamics 365 Business Central roadmap page is available to keep track of previously released, newly 

available and upcoming features. 

Is Dynamics 365 Business Central a true SaaS/public cloud/multitenant offering managed by 

Microsoft? 

Yes. It’s a full online service managed by Microsoft on Microsoft Azure. The price per user includes all 

costs associated with running the software. It includes SQL, Azure consumption, backup/restore, 

availability according to the SLA, upgrades etc. It also accommodates for customizations not only in the 

form of ISV solutions that can be found on AppSource.microsoft.com but also customizations made per 

customer or tenant. 

Is Dynamics 365 Business Central available on mobile devices? 

Yes, Dynamics 365 Business Central mobile app is available in various mobile app stores. 

Is Dynamics 365 Business Central built on Microsoft Dynamics NAV/GP/SL? 

Microsoft Dynamics 365 Business Central is the latest offering from Microsoft Dynamics family of products 

that is based on the Microsoft Dynamics NAV platform and several other Microsoft technologies, 

including Microsoft Dynamics GP best practices.    
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Will customers buy Dynamics 365 Business Central directly from Microsoft? 

The only way to purchase Dynamics 365 Business Central is via partners who participate in the Cloud 

Solution Provider (CSP) program.  Visit http://aka.ms/csp to learn more. 

Is a Dynamics 365 Business Central trial available, and how long is the trial? 

Yes.  Prospects can sign up for a free trial from the Dynamics 365 Business Central landing page or here.  

Prospects who sign up for the trial can use the demo company (with demo data) for as long as they’d like.  

However, if the prospect chooses to set up a new company within the trial tenant (for example, to view 

their own data in the system), they will have access to the new company data for 30 days.  However, they 

will be able to continue to use the demo company (with demo data) for as long as they’d like (no 

expiration). 

What happens to Dynamics 365 Business Central prospects who sign up for a Microsoft-led 

trial? 

Prospects who initiate a trial will begin their experience with the “Let’s get started” wizard, including 

introduction videos and an option to explore different role centers. User will also be notified to import 

their own company own data. During the trial, users will receive in-trial nurture touches and will be 

encouraged to reach out to Microsoft tele-sales for pre-sales assistance and/or to connect with a CSP 

partner. Resellers who wish to be considered for lead distribution should contact their local Microsoft 

subsidiary. 

Does a customer need to have an Office 365 subscription to use Dynamics 365 Business 

Central? 

No.   However, to seamlessly experience Dynamics 365 Business Central from within Office 365, customers 

must have an Office 365 subscription that includes Exchange Online.  

Will the on-premise support change for Dynamics NAV 

No. The support on Dynamics NAV continues as is today. 

GDPR - when can we get more details? 

To learn more about GDPR, please review information at the Dynamics 365 GDPR documentation. You 

can also reference new features for Dynamics 365 Business Central on the roadmap and blog pages. 

What’s the difference between the opportunity management capabilities in Dynamics 365 

Business Central and the CRM capabilities in Dynamics 365 for Sales? 

The opportunity management capabilities in Business Central focus on sales transactions in the quote-to-

cash process including quotes, orders and invoices. Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Sales offers much richer 

marketing, opportunity management and sales forecasting capabilities.  Additional details about the 

versions of Dynamics 365 for Sales, Dynamics 365 for Marketing, and Dynamics 365 for Customer Service 

will be available soon. 

 

What SLA does Dynamics 365 Business Central have?   

Refer to details found here. 
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Where can partners and customers find Dynamics 365 Business Central Product Help 

documentation? 

Dynamics 365 Business Central Product Help documentation can be accessed in a variety of ways.  For 

example, users can click a field label to get a tool tip explaining the purpose of the field, from within 

Dynamics 365 Business Central. If there is more information available, then “Learn more” will be displayed 

in the tool tip to get more information.  Additionally, Help will be displayed on the Dynamics Business 

Central website. 

Is it possible for partners to get access to the Dynamics 365 Business Central Help videos? 

Yes.  Please refer to the following website at aka.ms/readytogoonlinelearning. 

How do customers get support for Dynamics 365 Business Central? 

Dynamics 365 Business Central can be purchased through a CSP partner.  CSP partners are responsible for 

providing end-customer support.  However, CSP partners can use Microsoft support to address 

undocumented questions or service issues.  Click here to see partner support options offered by 

Microsoft. 

Who can install / uninstall Dynamics 365 Business Central apps from Microsoft AppSource? 

When using the Dynamics 365 Business Central trial, any user who is an admin or a delegated admin 

(customer/partner) can install an extension at any time (regardless of the license state). 

What is the Common Data Service (CDS)? 

The Common Data Service (CDS) is a capability available through PowerApps, a cloud-resident business 

database, built on years of experience with our Microsoft customers. It will come with a large set of 

standard business entities spanning both business process (Dynamics 365) and productivity (Office 365). 

The standardization and consistency of schema enables partners and customers to build innovative 

applications and to automate business processes spanning the entire business process spectrum with 

confidence their solutions can be easily deployed and used across Microsoft’s entire customer base.  

Will the Common Data Service (CDS) be available for Dynamics 365 Business Central?  If so, 

when? 

Yes.  However, timing on when this is available has not yet been released. 

Where can product feedback be submitted? 

Partners and customers can submit product feedback , via https://experience.dynamics.com/ideas/ or 

use  the https://community.dynamics.com/business/f/758 . Partners can also submit feedback via 

Collaborate.  (Please reach out to dyn365bep@microsoft.com if you don’t have access to Collaborate) 

Call or e-mail us at
Available Monday-Friday
7 AM to 5:30 PM Central Time
Call 847-590-3000
info@solsyst.com

https://www.solsyst.com/contact-us
https://www.solsyst.com
https://www.solsyst.com

